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ABSTRACT. 

The problem of thermohaline convection through porous N.I;e:ii<'t:un: 

in .a layer 0f viscous and compressible flu~tl heated frem below and · 

subjected to, a stable solute gradient is studieeL The instabitity ptobil!fm .· 

in the presence of rotation and magnetic field' is also studied. The system 

is found to be stable for (CP (3/ g) < 1 ; Cp, (3 and g being: g,pecific heat 

at constant pressure, uniform adverse temperature gradient and 

acceleration due to gravity. For (Gp .(3/ g) > I , the compressibility, 

rotation, magnetic field and stable solute .!l.radient are found to have 

stabUizing effects on the system. The oscillatory modes are introduced 

due -to the presence of rotation, magnetic field and solute gradient which, 

were not allowed for (Gp (3/g) > I in their absence. The effect of medium 

penneability is destabilizing in the presence or absence of magnetic field 

whereas its effect is both to stabilize and destabilize the layer in the 

presence of rotation. the sufficient conditions for the non:Cxistence of 

overstability, in the presence or absence of magnetic field and rotation 

on the problem,- are also investigated. 

I. Introduction 

The theoretical and experimental results on the stability of a fluid 

layer heated from below, in the ah>ence and presence of rotation and, 

magnetic field, have been given in a treatise by Chandrasekhar [1]. The 
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problem of thermohaline convection m a layer of fluid heated from 

below and subjected to a stable salinity gradient has been investigated 

by Veronis [6]. Nield (4] has studied the thermohaline ·convection in a 

horizontal layer of viscous fluid heated from below and salted from 

above. In all the above studies the Boussinesq approximation, which is 

well justified in the case· of incompressible fluids,, has· been used and the 

medium has been considered to be nonporous. 

When the fluids are compressible. the equations governing the 

system become quite complicated. Jeffreys [2] suggested a formal 

justification for the applicability of .the Boussinesq-Rayleigh equations 

for compressible fluids but restricted his discussion to the study of 

infinitesimal, steady motions. Spiegel and Veronis [5],. under certain 

vaild assumptions~ have shown that the equations governing convection 

in a perfect gas are formally equivalent to those for an incompressible 

fluid if the static temperature gradient is replaced by its excess over the 

adiabatic and Cv is replaced by C11 • The stability of flow of a single 

component fluid through porous medium taking into account the Darcy 

resistance has been studied by Lapwood L 3] and Wooding [7]. The 

problem of stability of two-component fluid layer ( or fluid layer in the 

presence of solute gradient ) through porous medium subjected to a 

temperature gradient is of importance in geophysics, soil sciences, 

porous bearing system and ground water-hydrology etc. The effects Of 

magnetic field and rotation on the stability of such a flow are of· 

importance in geophysics partic..tlarly in the study of earth's core, and 

in the extraction of energy in the geothermal regions. The conditions 

un<ler which convective motions through porous medium are important 

in geophysics are usuallyfor removed from the consideration of single 

component fluid and rigid bounderies and therefore it is desirable to 

consider two-component fluid and free boundaries. In the present 

paper the stability of steady motions in a layer of compressible fluid 

through porous medium, which is heated from below and subj ~cted to 

a stable solute gradient, is investigated. The thermohaline instability 
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of a layer of compressible fluid through porous medium in the presence 

0f rotation and magnetic field is also studied. 

2. Formulation of the Problem and Perturbation Equations 

Consider an infinite horizontal layer of compressible and viscous 

fluid of depth d flowing through a porous medium, which is heated from 

below and subjected to a stable solute gradient. Consider, the c4rtesian 

coordinates ( x, y, z ) and the origin to be onthe lower boundary <:=0 

with the axis of z perpendicular to it along the vertical. The gravity 

force g ( 0, 0, - g ) pervades the system. This layer of fluid is heated 

from below so that the temperatures and solute concentrations at bottom 

surface z=O are T 0 and C0 and at the upper surface z=d are Ta 

an<i Cc1 respectively. Spiegel anrl Veronis [ 5 ] represented f as any 

one of the state variables : density ( p ) , temperature'( T) or pressure· 

{ fl ) and expressed these in the form 

{l) / (x~l' z t) = fm + fo (z,) + f' (x, y, z, t), 

wherefm is the constant space average bfj .'fo is the variation m the 

absence of motion and]' is the fluctuation resulting from motion. 

Let ap. ap, v ( u, V, w ), 0 and y denote respectively the perturbations 

in density ·p. pressure p, velocity(which is zero initially),temperature T and 

solute mass concentration C; µ, v ( =µ/pm), k, x ( = k/pm GP), x', ki. · 

«, ~· and g/Cp stand for viscosity, kinematic viscosity, thermal conduc-

tivity, thermal diffusivity, analogous solute diffusivity, permeability of 

the medium (which has the dimension of length squared), thermal 

coefficient of expansion, analogous solvent coefficient ·of expansion and 

adiabatic gradient respectively. 

13 [ = (T,1-To)fd] and ~· [ = (.Cd.-Col./d 1 stand for the magnitudes 

of uniform adverse temperature and concentration gradients. Then the 

linearized perturbation equations of motion, continuity, heat conduction 

and solute, following spiegel and Veronis [5], when both Darcy as well 



as \tiscouS" resistanceS' are : present,' ii're 

(3) \7. v - 6" ' 

_jc; ) w + ){ y2 0 

(5) 

where 

The suffix m refers to values at the :reference level <.=0 and the 
I 

change in density ap, caused' by' fh'e perfor'bati:ons 6 and y in tei'nper-

atm;e and coAc;entra!iqn, is given by 

(7) 8p • -pm (ii0=a'y). 

Consider the case in which both the boundaries are free as 

welLas perfeet conductors of both heat and solute. Then the boundary 

corr di tions appropriate to the problem are (Chandrasekhar l lJ,, Lap wood 

[3J, vei0n:is f6t ) : 

(3) e y 0 at ;:. 0 and ;:. d. 

Equatfons (2f,.;. (5) with tb:e hdp of equation (7)' give 



3. Dispersion Relation and Discussion 

Analyzing the disturb·rnces in terms of normal modes; We ,assum~· that 

the perturbation quantities are of the form 

(12) [w, 0, y, ~. h:]=[W(z),@(z),r(z),Z(z),K'lz)] exp (ik,, x~fk!iy+nt)', 

where n is the growth rate,, k,, a!nd k11 are the wave numbers in the x 

and y directions respectively and k= (.k;,2+k112)112 is tl:}e resnltaiif wa~e 

number. ~(=()v _cu) denotes the z- component of vorticity and 
()X {)JI 

hz stands for the component of the perhlrbation in magnetic field. 

Using expression (12), equations (9J- (it) in non - dimensional form 

become 

g (G-J i u,, 
Gp 

~'d2 
(I~) (D2-a2-q a) I = --, w, 

x 

where b=v/x is the prandtl number, q=v/x' :s the sehrIJ.i.d't 'ntirti!Jer,' 

a=kd, a=nd2/v and G=Cp ~/g. We have also put the coordinates x,y, z 

in the new unit of ler'rgth d and D=d/d~. ·Tile bou'nd'a'ry concl1tioi1s' 

transform to 
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(16) W=D2W=(g=)=0 at Z=O and J. 

Using the boundary conditions (16), it can be shown with the help of 

equations (13)-(15) that all the even order derivatives of W vanish at 

the boundaries. Hence the proper solution of equation in 'W, obtained 

by eliminating®· r from equations (13) - (15), characterizing the 

lowest mode is: 

(17) W =A sin n;Z, 

where A is constant. Substituting (17) in the resulting' equation in 

W, we obtain 
' .).:. ;',. 

) l

r(l+x)(l+x+·°' +~)(l+x+_ ~1.~) 
11;2 p 11;2 

I · x · .. ,, __ ~ 
L 

(l+x+ln_;-) 
11;~ 

+s1-----
(l+x+q .:!__) 

n;2 

l 
I 

. I ., 
i 
I. 

J' 

where x=a2/n;2, R1 =g(1,~d4/vxn;4, .\ 1 =ga,'~'d4/vx'11;4 and P=n;2k1/d2. 

For the stationary convection cr=O .and equation (18) reduces to 

(19) R1= ( !!__ ) [ (J+x)~ + (J+x)
2 +s1 J. 

C-1 · x xp .. 

Observing a perfect analogy between equation (19) and Veronis [6J 

(cf. eq ua ti on (22) ) , we find that 

- ( G ) , (20) Re==;\ G-J . R,, , 

where Re' and Re stand respectively for the critical Rayleigh numbers 

in the absence and presence· of compressibility 'and .the n~~dimensional 
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numbers G, P and S 1 accounting for the compressibility, medium 
·I 

Permeability and solute gradient effects be kept as· fixed·.' It ~s ··evident 

from equation (20) that the effect of compressibility is to postpone the 

onset of thermal instability. Hence we obtam a stabiliziI)g effect of 
~. . . ' . ! ,; ,; . . !) \\ 

compres~ibility. The cases G < 1 and G~1 correspbnd to 'negative· and 
. '-

infinite values of critical Rayleigh numbers in the presence of compre-

ssibility which are not relevant in the pte~ent study. Eqliacibn (19) ·· 

yieids · . 

·' 
\ " ...... 

and 

(22) aR1 ( G ) 
d..(;~ = G-1 

which imply that mediul!l permeability a~d stable solute gtra~ient have 

destabilizi1w and stabilizing· effects respectiv~ly fo~G > .. J. M1,1Iti~lying 
equation ( 13) by W*, the complex conjugate, of W, integrating over the 

rnnge o( z, and making use of equations (14) and (15), we obtain 

where 



.,., 
g(f] 

l.:'1' - ~ :[ : • ' " • • ( ' • 

ltt"= f 'i@Ji4~, 
0 ' 

which are fill positiv~ definite .. 

f,:-. 

.. ~ --

Putting o-=a-,+icri and then equating real and imaginary parts of 

equation (23), we obtain 

(25 ) [J 1 Cpaxa2 \.. I + ga'x'a2 J 
O"r 21 J G Vl 4 -·---- qJ6 

'1( - ) .,~' 

and 

(26) 

I' 

It follow~ fr~m equation (251 that a-, is· negative' if G < 1 The s)'stem ' 
,, 

is therefore stahle for G < J. Equation ('.~6i yields that a-;=0 or r;, =;i= O,.' 

which means that the modes may be nonoscillatory or o~cillatory. In 

the absence ofso!Ute g'radient. equatioh (26) r~Juc,~~ to 

:.,\ 

and the term is brackets is :~6s'it\~e d~finite if G; i. Sh~s cri·= iJ, 

which means that oscillatory modes are not allowed in the absence of 

solute gradient if G > 1. The pre~e~ce .. ',of solute. gradient, thus, , I , 
intr0duces oscillatory modes in thermohaline convection. of <;()TTipre~sible 

fluids, for cj) ~/ g > 1. 

·'' 
For the case of overstability put cr/rr.2= icr1 wher~ cr1 is real in eqwition 
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(IB} ana: equa:te re:;i.l and imaginary ~ar,ts of the i:e&11ltiug equ;:ttioµ,, •·.r 
Solving theimagma:r:y: part ,for cr:1~ ~ wee obtain. 

JI ' 

(28) 

. . . 
(1-J-x13 U+b1)+(1+x)2 ;1+ 

cr12=- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~-~-

q2 [ ~l+x) (17-b1), + -~1-], 

lJ .' 

\ 
Since cr1 is real, cr12 must be positive for overstabili.ty\ This li~ 
impossible if bi > q. Hence bi > q or x < x' is a sufficient condition 

for the nonexistence of overstability, the violation of which does not 

necessarily imply occurrence ofoverstability. 

A. Effect bf Rotatio~ 

In thi$ section, the problem and the configuration is con::;itlered tq he 

the same except that the fluid is now also acted on by a uniform 

'-+ ";· ''· ·' •. 
rotation 5l, (0, 0, 5l,). Then the linearized perturbation equations of 

momentum become 
! ·\ f :·-

(29) _()v = 
(,! 

- ( L) v 'lip+ 
:•. i ... pm . 

'I y2v - ( -~ ) v + g ( 3p ) 
. kl ·r O,n , r 

' , ' ;; : ,., l J~: • :l i ~ .~ ·. ~ 

- - -+ "].. . -+ ~ (v ')(' ~x ,; ... ~ 

and the boundary conditions in addition to (8) are 

(30) ~ = 0 at z=O and d. 
cZ 

. . 

The appropriate nonditnensional forms of equations become, 

d2 ·. , gr1..d2 ga'd2- ''?5l,d3 · · ' 
(31) (D2-q.2) (D2-a2-cr--)Tf-_ a2(!i: +---a2r-..'.:._• Dz=O, 

- . . .·' . . k1 'I 'I 'I - . 

2 .2nd) w· (32) (D2.J.:.a -cr) z=· ~(-u~' D , 
'I 

. ,; ,:· 

'.\ 

,·,.,, 
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together'with equations (14) and (15)• Eliminating z;·@· an<il. r from 

equations fl4), (15), (31) and (32)' and substituting in the resulti1J.g. 

equation, the proper solution characterizing the lowest mode ( 17), we 

get the dispersion relation 

where 

( 1 ' 

) 
l (l+x)(l+x+~+ -) (l+x+t>1_!_) I n;2 p n;2 

. r. . -x· --
l 

(1 +x+t>1 : 2 ) 

+s1-----
(I +x+q :,_.) 

•n;2 

For the stationary convection cr=O and equation (33) reduces to 

( 
G ) [ ( 3 T1 ( 1 + x) 

(34) Ri= -- l+x)__ + <J+x)2 +s1+ -1-J 
G -1 x xP x(l t- >: + P ) . 

If the nondimensional numbers G, P, T1 and S1 accounting for the 

compressibility, the medium permeability, the rotation and the stable 

solute g·;~<lient effects be kept as fixed, then we find that 

').) ,:'J :·' 

(35) Re= (c~J ) Re'' , 

where Re" and Re stand for the critical Rayleigh numbers in the 

absence and p~es~nce of c6mpres~ibility. Th.us we obtain the s;tab'ilizingf · 

effect of c<?mpressibility as its effect is to postpone the onset of 

thermohalirie instability. To find the roles of . i;ota~i9n, 'stable soltit'e 

gradient and medium permeability, we examine the natures of 

_!!.1 , ~1-and dR1 . It is clear from equation (33) that the. ,rotation as 
dT1 dS 1 dP 



well as the stable solute gradient hav.e the s~abil\zing> effects on . the 

system, for the relevent case G >I. It is 'evident from equation (33) th'lt 

the medium permeability has stabilizing effect if ' 

T 1 >(I-+ x)(I+ x+ J fp)2,and destabilizing efre~tif T1 < (1 +x)(l +x .t'i f P )?. 

Thus tl;e effect of mediu n. permeability·~as destabilizing in· the absence 

: or rotatio11 but its effect is stabilizing as 'well as destabilizingO:ih>the 

presence of rotation. 

Mult~plying equation (31) by W*, the complex co~jugate of W, 
integrating over the range of z and makin.g: · use :~(,~g~ati()pS,. C14), , 

.. _ ... ,· ·'. .. ,, ... ··. 
(15) and (32), we obtain 

where l 1- I 6 are given in equ~tion (24) and ... 
-.,·. 

f ··,·,-, -

r .\ ::1 I 
~7= ' ' ( 1nz12+a2 lz/2) dz, :·.· I 

0 I 
'/. 

··~ : . ' ; 

'{37) I .:;: 

t I 
ls= ( zr2 dz, I 

J r~ ,, 

~· \. .. 
which a1;e all p'ositive. Putting cr = cr,. + icr; and equating real and 

imaginary parts of equation. (36 ), we obtain 

(38) 

and 

[ " . ,' "] ·. 2 . a 1 I 2 
I ' Criaxa I.. I + .,,ax a ql ·t d2J 

11r 21 Ill 4 ---- 6 8 
v(J-G) v{3' 

=-[Ii+ Cpaxa2 I + ga'x'a2 !"4-dZJ. ·] 
_ v(l-G) 3 v~' ,, 7 

gcx. ~x41a2 

'J~' 
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It is evident from equation (38) that ar is negative i.f G < 1, meaning 

thereby that the system is. stable. Equatior.(39') y:elds that the oscillatory 

rr~od~s are introduced due to the presence of rotation and stable ~olute 

gradient in tht rmohaline convection (,)f compressible fluids, for C1, ~/g 

> l, which were completely missing in their ahsence. For the case of 

ove1·stability put a/,;2=£a1' where a1 is real, in equation (3~ J. The> 

im'lginary pa:rt of the resulting equation implies that a12 is negative 

if [?1 > 1 and j,1 > q. This is impossible since cr12 mmt be positive. 

Thus j,1 > 1 and [?~ > q or x < v and x < x' are the sufficient 

conditions (or the nonexistenceof overstability, the violation of which 

du not necessarily imply occurrence of overstahility. 

5. Effect at Magnetic Field 

Here we consider _an. infinite horizontal, compressible, viscous and 

finitely conducting fluid of depth d flowing through porous me<;lium 

rind which is heated ftom below and subjectr:d to a stable solute 

gradient. The uniform magnetic field H (0, 0, H ) and gravity force 

g ( 0. 0, - g) pervade the system. Then the linearized perturbation 

equations of motion and Maxwe!rs ·equations are 

(40) _ov = 
ct 

(41) 

( L ) V ap + v 92v - ( k~ ) v + g ( -~~- ) 

( ~~-~ )' ( L\ x h) x ff ' . 
4rr;p,,. 

(4-2) ah · 2h --:- (H.'V)v+·'lV , 
?t 

where µ..; 'fl and h ( h~, hv, h. ) denote respectively the 

permeability, the resistivity and the perturbation in m'lgnetic field H. 

Equations (3) - (5) _and (40) - (42), in non-dimensio~ial from, with 



the help of equation (7), give 

gd2 ') 
- -- a~ la@ - ex r)=O, 

'I 

(44) (L2-a2-b2 cr)= - ( Hd )DW, 
'') 

together with equations (14) and (15) and P2=v/"fJ· Here the medium, 

adjoiuing the fluid i,; also assumed to be perfect conductor of electricity. 

So Li1e boundary conditiom, in addition to (8), are 

(45) = 0. 

Eliminatin:.:; @, r. and K from equ'.1tions ( 14), (15), (43) and (44) 

and s thstituting in th~ resulting equation, the proptm solution ( 17), 

we get 

(4-6) R1 =( !}__ 
. G--1 

1 1 1 crc ., 1 

) 
I ( ~-x)( +x+~i ) 1 +x +-+ -) I ~2 ~2 p 
I x ---
l 

Q1< I+x)(l+ x+~1~) 
~-

S1(1 +x+b1 : 2) l 
+ ---------- + --l 

U+x+q ~-) I 
:'t2 J 

where Q 1 = µ,H2a2/4~pv·,,n2. For the stationary convection cr=O and 

equation ( 46) reduces to 
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(I +x)3 ----x 

If the nondimensional numbers G, P, S1 and Q1 accounting for the 

compressibility. medium permeability, stable solute gradient and 

magnetic field effects be kept as fixed, then we find that 

(48) Re= (-q_ ) Re'", 
G-J 

where Re''' and· Re stand respe(:tively for the~critical Rayleigh ,numbers 

in the absence and presence .of. compressibility. , Henct; we. qbtain the'. 

stabilizing effect of compressibility. It is evident from equation (46) 

that for G > 1, the Rayleigh 
0

number increases with th~:· i~~~ease in 
' . 

. magnetic field as well as stable solute gradient parameters ~eaning 
' ~ \ . ' ' •' . 

the:·eby t[ie stabilizing effects of magnetic field and stable solute gradient 

whereas the medium permeability has a destabilizing effect on the 

therrriolialine'convection. Multiplying equation (43) by W*·; ·integrating 

over the range of z and making use of equations (14), ( 15), and ( 44) 

we obtain 

g I 'a2 + :;, (I5+ qcr*I6) 0 , 

where Ii - 16 ate giv<".n in eq ua•tions (24) and 
' . 

Im= r ( iDK/2+a2 !KJ2 )dz, 
0 
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which are positive definite. Put cr = cr~ + icr; in equation (49) and 

then equate real and imaginary parts. The real part yields that 

Gr is negative. if G < I meaning thereby that the syste "· is stable. 

The imaginary part yields that in the absence 0[ magnetic field and 

solute gradient, the oscillatory modes are not allowed for G > I 

but in the presence of solute gradient and magnetic field, the overstable 

modes come in to play. 

For the case of overstability put~ = i cr1 whc:re cr1 is real in equation 
7'2 

(46). The imaginary part of the resulting equation implies that cr12 

is negative if Dt > q and Di > D2· This is impossible since cr12 

rr.mt he positive. Thus Dl > q and Dt > D2 or x < x' and 

x < "I) are the sufficient conditions for the nonexistenc~ of 

overstability. 
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